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Cyclonic Devices

8.I INTRODUCTION

Cyclone separators have been used in the United States for about 100 yr, and are still one

of the most widely used of all industrial gas-cleaning devices. The main reasons for the wide-

spread use of cyclones are that they are inexpensive to purchase, have no moving parts, and can

be constructed to withstand harsh operating conditions. Cyclonic devices by themselves are gen-

erally not adequate to meet stringent particulate emission standards, but they serve an important
purpose. Their low capital cost and their maintenance-free operation make them ideal for use as
precleaners for more expensive control devices such as fabric filters or electrostatic precipitators.

In the past, cyclones were regarded as low-efficiency collectors. However, efficiency

varies greatly with particle size and with cyclone design. Recently, advanced design work has
greatly improved cyclone performance. They can now achieve efficiencies greater than 98Vo for

particles larger than 5 trrm. In general, as efficiencies increase, operating costs increase, primarily

because of the resulting higher pressure drops.
Cyclones use the centrifugal force created by a spinning gas stream to separate particles

from a gas. Figure 8.1 shows a tangential inlet, reverse flow cyclone separator. The particulate-

laden gas enters tangentially near the top of the device. The cyclone's shape and the tangential

entry force the gas flow into a downward spiral. Centrifugal force and inertia cause the particles to

move outward, collide with the outer wall, and then slide downward to the bottom of the device.

Near the bottom of the cyclone, the gas reverses its downward spiral and moves upward in a

smaller inner spiral. The "clean" gas exits from the top through a vortex-finder tube, and the pani-

cles exit from the bottom of the cyclone through a pipe sealed by a spring-loaded flapper valve or

a rotary valve.
The centrifugal force is proportional to the square ofthe tangential velocity and inversely

proportional to the radius of curvature of the gas trajectory. Therefore, the efficiency of a cyclone

increases as the diameter of the device is reduced. To achieve higher efficiencies dictates the use

of smaller cyclones. However, the pressure drop through the cyclone increases rapidly as the tan-
gential velocity increases. A way to maintain high efficiencies with a moderate pressure drop is to

use a large number of small cyclones placed in parallel.
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Dusty gas in

fabric filters, it is important to be able
that penetrates the cyclones and enters
niques for that purpose.

8.2 CYCLONIC FLOW

Figure 8.1 Schematic diagram of a tan-
gential inlet reverse flow cYclone

This chaPter covers the sizing and

costing of single cyclones based on theoretical
and empirical considerations, and the optimal

design of systems of multiple cyclones to mini'

mize TAC. Because cyclonic devices are usual-

ly used as precleaners for more sophisticated
particulate control equipment, such as ESP or

to characterize the particle size distribution of the aerosol

the next device. This chapter presents computational tech-

Your objectives in studying this section are to

1. Develop a fractional collection efficiency equation for particulate matter

in ideal, laminar cyclonic flow.
2. Develop a fractional collection efficiency equation for particulate matter

in ideal, turbulent cyclonic flow.
3. Use a semiempirical practical design equation to predict cyclone

performance under real conditions.
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Consider a particle entering tangentially onto a horizontal plane of a spinning gas stream
at 13, as shown in Figure 8.2. Because of the centrifugal force, the particle will follow a path out-

ward across the the flow streamlines. Its velocity vector will have a tangential component (ll9) and

a radial component (u). The velocity of the spinning gas is assumed to have only a tangential

component, v0, with vr = 0. Tangential gas flows of this type usually are of the form v6/" = con-

stant. For an ideal, inviscid fluid in such a vortex flow m = 1, although in real flows the value of
m may range downward to 0.5. The analysis of cyclone performance that follows begins with
ideal, laminar flow. Then, it considers ideal, turbulent flow. Because both of these represent ideal-
ized cases that are not attained in real cyclones, it turns finally to a semiempirical theory that has
been widely used in practical cyclone design.

8.2.1 ldeol, lqminor Cyclonic Flow

The so-called ideal laminar cyclonic flow refers to a frictionless flow in which the
streamlines follow the contours of the cyclone. When the flow enters through a rectangular slot
ofarea W (rz- 11 ), the gas velocity components are (Crawford i976):

V r = 0 '
Ovg=v = 

- rM (8 .1 )

Figure 8.2 Trajectory of a

particle in laminar cyclonic

flow

'*llllr[t'
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To determine the collection efficiency consider a particle entering the cyclone at a radial

position 13 that strikes the wall at an angular position 01. The particle's velocity components at any

point on its trajectory are u, and u6. The radial velocity component is the terminal velocity of the

particle when the centrifugal force, F, = tnpuo2lr, acts on it. When the drag force can be given by

Stokes's law, this velocity is

, r =L
3npDo

Since the O-component of the particle's velocity is that of the fluid, ae = ve, &nd

(8.2)

(8.3)
Q2r,=f;ot Di

Combine Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) to obtain:

w2 f (tn nzlrr)z

ur=
pp e2 D;

t8p 13 w'(n r /r1)2
(8.4)

The next step is to obtain an equation for the particle's trajectory in the cyclone.The drs-

tance traveled in the 0-direction in a time interval dt is us dt = rd9. Also, the distance the particle

moves in the r-direction in time dt is dr = udt.Then,

rd0  -ue
dr ur

Substituting Eqs. (8.1) and (8.4) in (8.5) gives

(8.s)

18pWh(r2l4)r

Poad
(8.6)

a differential equation describing the particle's trajectory. If the particle enters the ryclone at r =

rr and hits the outer wall at 0 = 0n then integrating Eq. (8'6) gives

d g =
dr

I
I

-
I

n

Sec.8.2
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Figure 8.3 Schematic diagram of a cyclone
entrance channel

337

An alternative is to solve Eq. (S.7) for 13 to find the entrance position of a particle that
hits the outer wall at 0 = 0r,

er-evwn(r'd 0; -,:)
PPQD;

poeoler f'' '- 
w*;Gil)

n(Dp)= 
w("-")
wl'z- ')

Substituting Eq. (8.8) inro (8.9) and rearranging

(8.7)

(8.e)

l,
f z = l f o -

l ' (8.8)

To obtain an expression for the collection efficiency of a cyclone, assume that the enter-
ing particle concentration and gas velocity are uniform across thl enrance cross section (see
Figure 8'3). If the cyclone has an angle 01, all particles that enter the device at r ) rzhit the wall
over 0 S 0 ( 0r. The collection efficiency is just that fraction of the particles in the entering flow
that hit the outer wall before 0 = 0p. Therefore,

fr
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0

l  t  1 l / 2
I  o-ODi$r I

1  L l  I  P -  /  r  I
r  - J  r  -

/  \  suwr;  n|zn))
n ( D : l l =  

L  ' r

l - r 1 1 r y
'  .  :  |  : .  :

The value of Oyat which n(Dp) = 1 is given by

f  t  
' l - l

,,=] :o-!??i ,l' V; - ,?)" lgvw tnlrztd)

0.8
(8.10)

(8.1 1)

0.2

' 0

Example 8.1 ldeal, Lanrinar Cyclonic Flow

At at298 K and 1 atm flows at the rate of 5.0 m3ls and,carries',with,it particulate ma{er
' 

with a density of 1,500 kg/m3. The stream enters a cyclonic region with 11 = 0.2 m ?nd 12=
0.4 m in ideal, laminar flow. Through what angle must the flow turn in the cyclone if the
efficiency is to be unity for 30-pm particles? The height of the channel, lV, is I m. Plot the
efficiency as a function ofparticle size for this angle.

Solution : i

only at the en
trifugal force
lentductflw

' Con
Figure 8.5. O
the outer wd
sublayer ovei
the laminars

where rraist
ftactionof &

^ g(r .a+" 1^-51/, \ , -  ^  , :  :  '
u,.= -# l:n.+' - 0.22|= 2.041 rad = lti"
" t,soo(5.0)(ex ro-to)

i

Equation (8.10) gives the efficiency as a function of particle size. Substituting the value of
q f ca l cu la tedea r l i e r ,  ,  , . .  

' , , , ' , ,

\ (n)=z(r  -

where Dn is in pm. Figure 8.4 is a plot of this equation.

8.2.2 ldeol, Turbulent Cyclonic Flow ,. l

Figure 8.5 shows the model of the turbulent flow cyclone separator. Assqme .that ttre
effect of the turbulent eddies is to distribute the particles uniformly over the cross section, not

a
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n(Dp)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Figure 8.4 Efficiency curve for
Example 8.110 t5

Do $rm)

E

only at the enfrance, but at any given angle 0. This is a conservative assumption because the cen-
trifugal force effects may serve to damp out the turbulent eddies which natumlly occur in turbu-
lent duct flow. Relatively little is known about this area.

Consider the effect of a laminar layer next to the oubr edge of the cyclone, as shown in
Figurq 8.5. Once a particle, vigorously mixed in the core of the flow, enters this layer, it travels to
the outer wall and is removed. The distance the particle travels in the 0 direction in the laminar
sublayer over a time interval dt is us2 dt = rzd0, where ils2 is evaluated at r = rz.The thickness of
the laminar sublayer is

dr= ur2dt= urr#

where u,2 is also evaluated ztr = rz. The fractional diminution of particles over the angle d0 is the
fraction of the particles which lies in the boundary layer, m

Figure 8.5 Turbulent cyclonic flow

(8.r2)

' . ' .
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_dn = dt =4rZ rz 4g
f l  r 2 - \  uoz  12 -11

lntegrating this equation between the entrance (0 = 0) and any angular position,

(8.13)

Sec.8.2 C
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L,eitl
Alexander (1!
yetn = COnStaf

n=no"*lffih!\ (8.14)

(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

llr2 =

and the collection efficiency of

n(np

where n6 is the initial number of particles of diameter Drper unit volume of gas' The collection

efficiency of a cyclone that has an angle 01is

q(D,)=1-#=1 ,plffiA (8.1s)

For lack of a better approximation, use the inviscid gas velocity components

Eq. (8.1) to represent the fluid velocity field in the turbulent flow cyclone. Therefore,

Q
Uao = ---; ,

Wr, :rrilLl- \rr l

po e, Do,

1

given by

t8p 123 w2 0n f2lr)2

Example 8.2Ideal, Tlrrbulent Cyclonic Flow

(a) Consider the data of Example 8.1 . Estimate the collection efficiency for 30-pm particles

assuming that the flow is'turbulent and the cyclone angle is 2.041rad'.
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(b) Determine the angle of turlr to obtwiggvocollection efficiency.foi tt 
"'ro-}hipurti"t 

.,

Solution- - : : - - -  
.  .  . :

' { a ) : : ? h , o u g h d i r e c t s u b s t i t u t i o n , ; . r n . r , . ' * l , . : . . ' : . '

t1 (30-pm) = 0.528 (52.8Va)
.  .  ,  .  . .  ,  .  . .

(b) Solve Eq.. (8.18) for the angle of turn; 0r, for a given efficiency. ,. ...o -  r  v 1 r  v r u v r v r r v J  !

;  
l '  

'  
.  

'  :  
, , '. ' . . . .

o"_ _l8ttrzw(,rz _ ,fu!rtn)t"(, _ rl)
v / - - -

Substituting 
lyneri:ar ya]ues, the angle for 99%coilection efficiency-of the 30-um parti-

cles is 07= 12.53 rad = 2 frrll tums. 
vv r'r vqu-

: . : : "  .  1  r . . .
. . . . . , _ t .

i r .  - : : : r : :  . : : . i . -  -  :  , : i ' .  -  
: , :  ,  , . . . " : . 1 . , .  , , ,  -  .  . t . : , , , . . , . . . . . - . , , , .Comments

] . : . ' . : ] : ] - , ' : . 1 1 : . . , . , . ; . . . . : : : . - ] . l 1 .

A comp'artson'of thgrlesults.of ExauplesS,l.and f,.2,sho\^{s thaf turbuleneeiEduces drarnati-
lallf $e e!figrency of auy"ton", 

{ ni"cise criter,ion for transition from, laminar to turbulent
:^"xlnr#:1"-f* not exisr (Fragan and seinreld lettii;;;;;""tauy determinedL;uilecuon emcrency curves appear to conforrn more closely to turbulent than to laminar.,'.'flow conditions;

8.23 Prccticsl Cpe" Design Egudion

,The 
flow *tte'fl::,?^rP5__tvroy comptex oneand the rwo models presenredpreviously represent extremes in performance. Because op"rutinf"yclones do not conform toeither of thes; 
Yr,Tf^::lltl?1'l:*"TnT.d 

d*,en 
"qlutioo, f*ii", 

rheir perforrnance.
Lerrn anc Lrcht (Licht 1980) developed a theory useful in practicai cyclone design.

|t:*^d:l lil]fl 
riuna.experimentailv that the exponent ;;;;il,*genriar.verociry profie,

veln =€onstq!i.t:, is,given by:

. , . (g:19). = r 
,-(1 

-o.67D,o |4)Lt)'=
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where D, is the cyclone body diameter in meters and Z is the gas temperature in K. The collection

efficiency, according to the model by Leith and Licht, is given by

q(Do)= t -.^p(- ,vD{) (8.20)

where
M = I l ( m + l )

^lxQp,c,(^ + tl)Mtz
V = / , - - - -  ,  I

|  18PDi l

(8.21)

where K is a dimensionless geometric configuration parameter and C" is the Cunningham correc-

tion factor. Be consistent with the units in Eqs. (8.20) and (8.21).

Example 8.3 Leith-Licht Model for Efficiency of Cyclone

Consider the gas stream of Examples 8.1 and 8.2. It flows through a cyclone with a body

diameter of 2.0 m and a value of K, the geometric configuration parameter, of 55 1 .3.

Estimate the removal efficiency of the cyclone for 10-pm particles'

Solution

For a cyclone body diameter of 2.0 m and a gas temperature of 298 K, Eq. (8'19) yields ru =

0:734, M = 0.57'7 . From Eq. (8.21), Y = 1041. For 10-pm particles, Eq. (8.20) yields q =

0.742 04.2Vo).

8.3 STANDARD CYCTONE CONFIGU RATIONS

Your objectives in studying this section are to

1. Understand the concept of a cyclone of standard proportions.

2. Calculate the efficiency ofvarious standard cyclone configurations.

3. Estimate the pressure drop through cyclones of standard proportions.

Sec.8 '3  S
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Extensive work has been done to determine in what manner the relative dimensions ofcyc^lones affect their performance. A number of configurations have been proposed and studiedsufficiently to be regarded as "standards." In these standard cyclone conJigurations all dimen-sions are related to the cyclone body diameter. Table g.1 pr"r"nt, the dimension ratios of these,along with values of the geometric configuration parameter , K, and a constant, 1/6, relating thepressure drop through the cyclone to the inlet velocity head. Figure g.6 illustrates the variousdimensions in  Table 8.1

Sec. 8.3 Standard Cyclone Configurations 343

Toble 8. I Stqnd@loqe Configurotions
Term Description Stairmanda Swiftb Lapplec
Ko= a/D,

Kt= b/D"

s/D"

inlet height

inlet width

outlet length

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.44

0.21

0.5

0.4

r .4
3.9

0.4
o 1,1

699.2

0.5

0.25

0.625

0.5

2.0

4.0

0.25

8.0

402.9

D/D" outlet diameter 0.5
h/D" cylinder height 1.5
H/D, overall height 4.0
B/D, dust outlet 0.375
Ns Eq. (8.22) 6.4

Eq. (8.21) 551.3
aStairmand (1951) bSwift (1969) "Shepherd and Lappte (19t9).

The other major.consideration in cyclone specification, besides collection efficiency, ispressure drop' while forcing the gas through the cyclone at higher velocities results in improvedremoval efficiencies, todo so increases the pressure drop andlhe operating costs. There is ulti-mately an economic trade-off between efficiency and operating cost. Several methods have beenproposed to estimate the total 
.pressure drop in the fiow or"gu, through a standard cyclone.unfortunately, there is no definitive study to determine which is the best to use. Most methodsagree to express the pressure drop in terms of a multiple of the inret velocitv head. or

(8.22)
rr here

'\g is a constant which depends on the cyclone configuration (see Table g.1)
p-'is the gas density

r'6 is the -eas r-elocity in the cyclone inlet duct = O/ab.

M = Nspyvfl2
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Figure 8.6 Dimensions of a standard

cyclone

in terms of the cyclone body diameter and the gas volumefric
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Equation (8.22) can be rewritten

flow rate.
E,{ 5

rc=-W
zxlxtP,4

(8.23)

ll'
L-J

De

Ka= alDc

Kt= blD"

It is evidenr ftom Eq. (8.23) that the pressure'erop is 9xtrglely 
sensitive t9 -th: cyclone

body diameter, increasinJraiiOily *!!t 9*l& becomes Jmaler' Notice in Table 8'1 that' for a

given set of operating ti"Oitl*t and bodY diar,neter, Swi{t strandard configuration is more effi-

cient (higher value or x), uut results in a higher pressure drop (higher value of Nr) ' I-apple con-

figuratio-n, with a relatively high pressure drop, is not nearly as efficient as the other two'

,. fft- {l '*'r=-;
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Example 8.4 Pressure Drop through Cyclone of Standard Configuration

(a) Estimate the pressure drop for the cdnditions of Example 8.3. According to the value of
K in that example, the cyclone proportions correspond to Stairmand configuration.
(b) If the cyclone body diameter decreases to 1.0 m, estimate the removal efficiency for 30-
pm particles, and the corresponding pressure drop.

Solution 
l

a) From Table 8.1,,for Stairmand configuration, Nrr = 6.4, Ko= 0.5, Kr = 0.2. The ideal gas

law gives the fluid density, Pf = 1.186 kg/m:. The cyclone body diameter, D,,is 2.0 m, the

gas volumetric flow rate is 5 m3/s. From Eq. (8.23), AP = 593 Pa.
(b) For a body diameter of 1.0 m, and Stairmand standard configuration, m=0.665, M =
0.6, Y =2,49I, n(30 ttm) =0.992. Because the body diameter is twice as small as that of
the cyclone of part a, the pressure drop is 16 times higher. Therefore, AP = 9,500 Pa.

Commenls

Usually, the pressure drop is the limiting factor in the design of cyclones. To maintain the
pressure drop within acceptable levels, the removal efficiency for:small particles must
remain relativelv low.

8.4 SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF FENETRATING PARTICLES

Your objectives in studying this section are to

1. Develop an equation relating the cumulative mass distibution function
ofthe particles penetrating a cyclone to the inlet conditions and the
device grade efficiency function.

2. Estimate the resulting integrals with Gauss-Legendre quadrature
fcmulas.

3. Esimate MMD and o, for the aerosol that penetrates the cyclone.

ffi*n- q-;.
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cjdr

. ,,GycJQncs.are f,requently use.d as..B-rgeleaners,,.for mgre. sophisticated particula.le,eontrol
devices. The size distribution characteristics of the aerosol population entering the cyclone are
known, but they must be calculated for those particles penetrating the device.

The size distribution function of the particles penefrating the cyclone, by cumulative
mass fraction less than size, Go(Dp),may be determined by a material balance taken over all parti-

cles finer than a given sun Do as shown in Figur-e 8.7. Thq maqs,,flow qatg,oJ partiqleq finer than

Drentering the cyclone is given by QciG;(Dp), where

O = volumetric flow rate of the gas
ci = mass of,total particulate matter per unit volume of entering gas

Gi (Dp) = cumulative mass fraction of particles finer than D, at the entrance

Thq;mass floy rate of particles fiaer than popeng trating the cyclone is,Qc;P1ffin(D)n wherg

Ptu =overall penetration =1 -rlu

, " 
Ga(&) = cumgJative mass fraction o{ particles finer,thar,r Dr.atlhg outlet . .,

The masq,{lgw-.1-1t9 of paricles finer t{an D" hthe collected rlu t is giyeg by., : , ,1

a,,f n(q)*^/(o)a@o'\

1y[g16 ' . , " . , . ' .

n^;(Do)d.(Dp' ) = the mass fraction of particles with diameters around D o' at the inlet of

the cYclone
For a log-normal size distribution at the cyclone inlet,

Sinfl

smd

Itr{lno;1+,f"l4nOi)'
(8.?A)

Gas outlet

gc i c i ( np ) gCirtnG|{oi\ -e:'-

qFigure 8.7- Material
balance on part icles
finer thaff',D;fuo

Q",l r{oo')r^{or'laoo'
l o

r
t

Ir
I

I
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where MMD; and og; are characteristic of the inlet aerosol population.

Assuming that the size of the individual particles do not change as they flow through the
cyclone, a material balance yields

lry
gcirty Go(or) * ert I n(o;)"^,(oo')doo' = pcic ;(no)

to
(8.25)

Simplifying and rearranging Eq. (8.25) becomes

c"(oo)=

Substituting in Eq. (8.26) the definition of G;(D,),

c,(oo)=f 
(r-n)n^,ano'

Define the grade penetation, Pt(Do') = 1 - n(Dp'). Ttien, Eq. (8.27) becomes

c,(o)- 
f 

n,*,a(oo']

tDp

J" 
rdoo')n-;(oo')dnr'

2D-',
x -  '  - 7

Dp

Ptu
(8.26)

(8.27)

(8.28)

(8.2e)

c"(oo)=

Ptv

Ptu

For a log-normal distribution, the integral in Eq. (8.28) can not be evaluated in closed
form. Define a new variable, x, such that
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Then,

rt(oo')n*i(oo')aoo' Pt(x)n^;(x)ilx (8.30)

The integral on the right hand side of Eq. (8.30) can be approximated numerically with a

Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula:

Pt(x)n*{x)dx = w;Pt(x;)n*i{xi) (8.31)

where w; and xi arethe weight factors and roots of the Nth degree Legendre polynomial' Equation

(8.28) becomes

w;Pt(x)na;@)
(8.32)

c"(o) =

Sec.8

=+L',r
N

i = l

Soluft

TI
ftr

R
d
ll
T
h

Do$
; .1J
L  i  = 1

Ptu

The overall penetration in Eq. (8.32) can be estimated with a Gauss-Hermite quadrature

formula (as illustrated in Cttup*t r) given MMD;,'os; and the grade efficiency equation for the

cyclone. The following example iliustrates'the-computational'schemerto chmacterize the particle

size distribution function at the cyclone gas outlet'

Example 8.5 Size Distribution Function of Particles Penetrating a cyclone

. consider Example 8.3. The aerosol po_pulation entering the cyclone is log-normally distrib-

uted with MMD = 8.0 pm and o* = 2.5. Erti*ut" thg over,.all removal efficielcy forthe

;"t;. A*late the cumulative"mass fraction of particles penetrating the cyclone. for vari-

ous particle sizes. Determine if these cumulative results follow a log-norrnal dlstnDuuon'

*0, if so, estimate the corresponding MMD and o, values'

i
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The grade efficiency firnction for the cyclone at the operating eonditionsof E*ample 8.3 is,

f romEq. (8 .20) , ' : : :  :  :  '  i r

\ (Dp')= 1 * exp ( - 1,041 Do'o'stt 1

4

(8.20 a)

:-Foli6w,tlle colnp{r,tatiioeal sChemeoutlined inrExample'7,4 to estimatGr,the ovgrall removal
i*;ef.fici6ticf throrgh.applioatioii.of GdussjHermite quadrature-formulb:rThe result; based on a

16-pointformula,isqy=0.685'Therefore,theoverallpenri:trationis'Ptna=9;314'' 
''

The procedure ta charaeteize'the particle sizp dissi-butionponetr'aling the cycloneli's as fol-

lows: : :
. Choose N, the number of quadrature points for Gzuss:Legertdxe formula.
. Obtain the values of the root$ &, Andweight factors, ltr, of the.corresponding

Nth degree Legendre polynornial, either from a mathematical tabfe or from the
computer subprogram GAIJLEG already provided (Sectio4 4.3.I).

.ChooseavalueofDp. , .  " ' ,  -  I  ' ,  ,  ' r  ' l  , ,  '  r  ' :  :  :
. r'For each of the roots calculate the conOsrrontling Dri frorlr-'Eq. (8.29).

. r r . o m E q . ( 8 . 2 0 a ) c a l c u l a t e P t ( D o ) = 1 . . r 1 . ( D 7 , ) . : . ' . . . .

, , rr":F.ronlt&i,.{S:24)calculate no1;{Dp'\. ,." 1,,, :
, . From F,q.,(8,32) calculate Go (Dp).
. Choose otftet outo"s of Do and repeat the calculations.
. Plot G, versus D, on log-pntbability paper.
. If a reasonabt" rnuigntUnc resblts, estimate MMD and os at the cyclone outlet.

The- following table sunrna*izes the results of the outle.t cumulative mass &action calcu-

lations with a 16-point Gauss-I,qgendre quadratrre formula.

1.0
,,.2O',., , . ' .

4.0 '

5.0
' , t7 '0 , ,"
.,,, lQJ . t

11 .0
12,0;,
13.0
15.0 ,

0.13_ss. ..
' 0:3958r ,:
' [363t':r"i '

0.66s1
0.809 ,
0.8404

.,:0.8659, ,
,0.8868
0.9184
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Figure 8.8 is a log-probability plot of ttre tabulated results. It shows that the cumulative
mass fraction distribution of the particles penehating the cyclone is log-normal, with MMD
=4.96 pm and 6e=2.22.

Comments

The net effects of the cyclone are to remove 68.6Vo of all the particulate mass, to displace
the size distribution toward finer particles, and to reduce the spread in particle sizes exhibit-
ed by the original distribution.

20

Figure 8.8 Size distri-
bution of penetrating
particles in Example

8.5-  3  R3 g R8 g3
Go(7o)

8.5 MULTIPLE CYCLONES

Your objectives in studying this section are to

1. Understand the advantage of multiple small-size cyclones operating in
parallel-as compared to a single cycJone-for high particulate removal
efficiency.

2. Calculate the overall removal efficiency and gas pressure drop for a
multiple cyclone system.
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Sec. 8,5 Multiple Cyclones

The centrifugal force-the ddving force for particulate'rernoval in'cyclslss is propor-
tional to the square of the tangential velocity and inversely proportional to the radius of curvature
of the gas trajectory.'Therefore, the efficiency of a cyclone increases as the diameter of the device
is reduced. To achieve higher,efficiencies dictates the use of smaller cyclones. HoweVer, the pres-
sure drop,through the cyclone increases rapidly as the tangential velocity increases. A way to
maintain high efficiencies with a moderate pressure drop is to use a large number of small
cyclones placed in parallel. If N, is thq number of cyclones in parallel in a multiple cyclone sys-

tem, the gas volumetric flow rate through each oneis Q/N,. Equation (8.20) for the grade efficien-

cy of the system can be rewritten as (see Problem 8.4):

tt(Do)= (8.33)

Equation (8.23) for the pressure drop through the multiple cyclone system becomes:

351

'I-expl'rr;t\

tp =-*!"!E-
n 1 t 4

2Ka'K6" Ni Dg
(8.34)

Equation (8.34) suggests that the pressuredrop'decreases rapidly as the number of
cyclones increases. The following example shows that a multiple cyclone system can achieve a
high removal efficiency for small particles at a muCh lower pressure drop than d single cyclone of
similar efficiencv.

Example 8.6 Collection Efliciency and Pressure Drop of lVlultiple Cyclone- - ' - - - - - _ _

System .:

A paper mill in Lorrisiana operates a power plant that producep steam for the paper making
process, and enough electriciry to run a city of 200,000. The plant has four boilers-two
recovery boilers that burn "black liquor" from the pulp mill, and two power boilers that
burn bark, coal, oil, and gas. The power boilers have a flue gas cleaning system that consists
of a multiple cyclone precleaner, followed by an elecfostatic precipitator. The flue gas flow

rafe is 165 m3/s, measured at the actual conditions of 450 K and 1 atm. The average particle

:, density is 1,600 kg/m3. The precleaner consists of 2 units in parallel, each with 450
, Stairmand cyclones with body diameter of 0.25 m. Assuming that the flue gases behave as

afu,

,Flult :&
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(a) Estimate the removal efficiency of the multiple cyclone system for 10-pm particles and
the resulting pressure drop.
(b) If a single Stairmand cyclone removes 10-pm particles with the same efficiency as the
multiple cyclone system of part a, estimate the corresponding pressure drop.

Solution

(a) The total number of cyclones, N., is 900; D"=0.25 m. From Eq. (8.19), m=0.485, M =

0.674. Calculate the characteristic or relaxation time for 10-pm particles. The viscosity of

air at450 K is 2.48 x 10-5 kg/m-s, the Cunningham correction factor is approximately 1.0.

Therefore, t = 3.58 x 10r s. From Eq. (8.33), tt (10 ttm) =0.952 (95.2Vo). The pressure
drop is from Eq. (8.34): A,P = 2.16h'Pa
(b) Calculate, by trial-and-error, the body diameter of a single Stairmand cyclone for 95.2Vo
removal of 10-pm particles. The answer is D, = 2.37 m. The pressure drop is from Eq.
(8.23): AP = 216.8 kPa.

Commenls

This example illustrates the advantages of multiple cyclone systems over single cyclones as
high efficiency preclealers. Many combinations of number of cyclones and body diameter
result in the desired efficiency. The optimum combination is obtained from a cost analysis.
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8.6 COST ANATYSIS FOR CYCLONES

Your objectives in studying this section are to

1. Estimate the initial and annual cost for single and multiple cyclones.
2. Design a multiple cyclone system to minimize its total annual cost.

Cyclones are very inexpensive, having capital costs at least an order of magnifude less
than final control devices such as baghouses and electrostatic precipitators. Because oftheir sim-
plicity, the only significant operating expense is the cost of electricity to overcome the pressure

drop through the device.
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8.6.1 Costs of Single Cyclones

Vatavuk (1990) gives a correlation to estimate the equipment cost of single cyclones
(updated to June 1990) for a range of inlet duct areas. The cost includes a carbon steel cyclone,

support stand, a fan and motor, and a hopper for collecting captured dust. The correlation is:

(8.3s)

where
EC = equipment cost, in $ of June 1990
a and b are the inlet height and width, respectively

Equation (8.35) is valid in the range 0.020 < ab,m210.4

Installation costs and ductwork connections are often more expensive than the cyclone

itself. The total capital investment is about twice the purchased equipment cost.

Example 8.7 TCI and TAC for Cyclone

Consider the cyclone of Examples 8.3 and 8.4a. Estimate the total capital investment and

annual cost if the device operates 8,000 h/yr. Assume a useful life of 10 yr and a minimum

attractive rate of return on investment of 157o. The mechanical efficiency of the motor-fan

system is 65Vo, and the cost of electricity is $0.08/kW-h.

Solution

The cyclone is of Stairmand standard configuration with a body diameter of 2m. The inlet

areais ab = KoKaD.2 = (0.5)(0.2)(2.0)2 = 0.4 m2. The equipment cost is from Eq. (8.35), EC

= $25,300. AddSVo to EC to account for freight and taxes, and multiply by 2.0 to estimate

the total capital investment: TCI = $54,650.

The only two significant expenses in the total annual cost calculation are the capital recov-

ery cost and the cost of electricity. For i = 0.15 and n = 10 yr, the capital recovery factor is

CRF = 0.201yr. Therefore, the capital recovery cost is CRC = $10,930/yr. For a volumetric

flow rate of the gases of 5 m3/s and a. pressure drop of 0.593 kPa, the power to operate the

fan is (5X0.593)/(0.65) = 4.56 kW. The annual cost of electricity is (4.56X8,000)(0.08) =

$2,9201yr. TAC = 10,930 +2,920 = $13,850/yr.

,5'

fr

EC = 57,800 fablo.soz
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8.6.2 Gosls of Multiple Cyclones , .

The following correlation for ttre equipment cost of multiple cyclone systems is based on
suggestions by Crawford (1976) and cost data presented by Coopu and Alley it986;, and n"ters
and Timmerhaus (1991):

$  
. . i .  - . ' r .  ! 1 . . i - .

! EC =7,C0f,N..ab+72i,1,
; _ .  ,  s

where
EC = equipment cost, in $ of June 1990 : :
Nc = number of cyclones.
Equation (8.36) is valid in the range 1.0 SN"ab,mz <6.0

(8.36)
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Example 8.8 TCI,and',TAG,of,a Multiple Cyclone System ,,, , :
- 

Estimate the total capital ilveitrnent and annual cost for the muitiple cyclone system of
Example 8.6a. Assume that the conditions are similar to those of Example:8.7. , :, i

Solu t ion  i  :  :  . .  . r  : : :  ;  . . .

For a totial of 900 Stairmand cyclones with body diameter of 0.25 m, tlre total inlet area is
N"ab = N"KJ(p"2 = (900X0.5)(0.2X0.25P = 5.625 m2. The equipment cost is from Eq.
(8.36): EC=$104,200.TCI=(2Xl.0SXlM,200)-$225,000.' ' 

,,
For a capital recovery frcnr of O.2lyr, the capital rccovery cost is g45,000/yr For a pressure. . .
drop of 2.16 kPa and a gas flow ra'te of 165 m3/s, the power to push the gas through tte sys-
tem is (2.16)(165)/(0.65) = 548 kW. The annual cosr of elecrricity is (548)(8,000X0.08) =

" $351,000/yr.TACr='r$396,000/yr.'

8.6;3'Optimizolion'of Multipte Cyclone System Design ::
: . . 1  .  ,  . :  :  , '

' It is possible to estimate the most economical design for a multiple cyclone system,
given the-required'collection efficiency. The total annual cost for the system is , , l

?
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where
Kr = the capital recovery factor times the installed cost of a cyclone of unit inlet

area, $/yr-m2
Kz. = the cosi of electric energy, in $/kW-h

W = electric power, in kW
t = the number ofhours the unit operates per year
K: = the capital recovbry factor times the portion of the installed cost of the

system that is proportional to the number of cyclones, in $/yr.
Equation (8.37) can be rewritten as
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TAC= KlNsKaK6D] + 
KzlNaPtQ-' 

+K3N"
znxlrlu?o"4 (8.38)

(8.40)
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where E = mechanical efficiency of the motor-blower system.
Equation (8.33), which gives the grade efficiency of the multiple cyclone system, may be

written as

NrD: =
KQT

*l-t^(, -n)f''* (8.3e)

The only term on the right hand side of Eq. (8.39) that depends on the system design is
M. Howevbr, it is only a weak function of the cyclone body diameter and may be assumed con-
stant without introducing significant errors in the following analysis. For a given set of operating

conditions, then, the combination N"D,3 is fixed. Equation (3.38) can be written in terms of ND3

= NrDr3.

rrr"rr(No:) KztNnpfQ3 D? . rr(Nn:)
+ -TAC --

Dc znrlx?(Noz)2 ' D:

Define

K1' - KlKo!fi(ND3),

,, t K2tNpp1Q3
t \ ?  = -- 

2EK:Kf(Noa)'

-{'rt'
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Then,

zeto.

K:' = KI(ND3)
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(8.41)

Sec- |

1
I

c
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Solu

TAC = U+ xz'o? +\

. .  : . ,  :
To minimize TAC, take the derivative of'Eq. (8al) wittr respectlto D" a4d set it equal to

iaracl
LT4l

K l ' , n u r n  3 K t= -::r- + ZK2, D" _ ":.i = O
D"' D;

(8.42)

(8.43)

Reananging Eq. 6.a2L 
' '

Dj --6Lp"2-3Kl' = 0"' 
- 

2Kr, ZKc,
,  .  :  -  : : ' . , ' ,

The optimum cyclone body diameter is the real root of Eq. (8.a3).

Exampte.,S;9 Optimal Design of Multiple Cyclone System
.  . t  :  : '  :

Determine the number and body diameter of Stairmand cyclones that minimize the TAC in
Example 8.8. Your design should achieve the same efficiency for l0-pm particles, namely,
95.ZVo.

Soiu t ion  "  " ' r '  ' ,  ' r ' ' " -  ' "  : '  ' : '

Assume M - 0.7. From Eq. (8.39), NP3 = 14,! m:, lhe qApital recovery factor is 0.20lyr.
Based on Eq. (8.36), Kr = (7,000X1.08X2X0.2) =3,024 $/n-m2.According to their defini-
tions,K12=(3,024X0.i)(0.2X14.1) =4265$-mlyr:,Kz'=iO.OSXg,0o0X6.4X0.7g5X165)3/

(2X0.65X0.5)2(0.2)2(14.1)2 (1,000)l = 5.62x 106 $/yr-m2, h' = QZ)(r.0SX2X0.2X14.1) =

438.5 $.m3/5n. Equation (S.+l) blomes .1.
, D:'-a.w3lsD? -0!:000116z = 0.,

.  ,  . .  . r ,  : i : .

The real root of this polynomial is D" = 0.166 m. The number of cyclones is N" =

ll
ti
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14.Il(0.166)3 = 3,080. Check the value of M assumed' From Eq' (8'19)' m = 0'45' M = O'69'

which is sufficiently close to the assumed value. Therefore, the optimal design is 3,080

cyclones with body diameter of 0.166 m. Equation (8.41) gives the total annual cost for this

derign, TAC = $Zi6,OOOlyr. That is $120,000/yr lower than the TAC for Example 8'8!

Example 8.10 optimal Design Based on overall Efficiency

The aerosol population entering the multiple cyclone system of Example 8'9 is log-normally

distributed with MMD = 4.0 pm and o, = 2.5. Determine the optimum design that achieves

an overall particulate removal efficiency of 70Vo' Chancterize the aerosol population pene-

trating the sYstem.

Solution

The efficiency specified is not a grade efficiency, but an overall efficiency' The relation

between ND3 and q,y is more complex than Eq. (8.39). The solution involves trial and error'

The computational scheme is as follows:

. Assume a value of ND3.

. Calculate Kt' , Kz', and K:''

' Solve Eq. (8.43) for D"; calculate M andN, = ND3/D'3'

. Apply Gauss-Hermite quadrafure formula to estimate the resulting overall

efficiencY.
. If the calculated efficiency differs from the specified efficiency by less than a

specified tolerance, the design is optirnal; characterize the peneffatirrg aerosol

according to the scheme presented in Example 8'5'

. otherwise, assume a new value of ND3 and repeat the procedure.

The computer program MLTCYC implements this scheme. This program calls the subpro-

grams nis,Lre (ie Example 2.g), GAULEG (see Section 4.3.1), and HERMIT (see

Example 7.4)The input data are defined as follows:

PENR = specified overall penetration, fraction

MMD = mass median diameter of initial aerosol, mm

SIGG = op dimensionless

Q = volumetric flow rate, m3/s

LAMBDA = mean free Path, Pm
TEMP = temperature, K
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DENP = particle density, kg/m:
VIS = gas viscosity, kg/m-s
KIP = K1K.K6

K2P = K2tN sppz | (2E K oz K 62)
K3P = Ks

The optimal design for an overall efficiency of 7TTois iy', = 1,310 cyclones, D" = 0.30 m.
The total annual cost is TAC = $155,700. The penetrating aerosol is log-normally distrib-
uted with MMD = 2.39 trtmand o, =2.16.

BLOCKDATA
REAL PENR, MMD, SIGG, Q, LAMBDA, TEM?. DENP, VIS. KIP, K2P,K3P,K
coMMoN/BLOCKI/PENR, MMD, SIGG, Q,LAMBDA, TEMP, DENP, vIS,

. * KlP, K2P, K3P,KIPP, K2PP, K3PP, K
DATA PENR/0.30/, MMD/4.00/, SIGG/2.50/, Q/165./, LAMBDA/0. 1500/,
* TEMP/450.0/, DENP/1600.0/, vrst2.48B-st, Ktpt302.40t,
* Kzp I I.t tBg I, K3p/3 l. l0/, w 55 l.3t
END

PROGRAM MLTCYC
REALPENR, MMD, SIGG, K, Q, LAMBDA, TEMP, DENP
REAL VIS, KIP, K2P, K3P, X1, X2, XACC, KIPP, K2PP, K3PP ' '

REAL CA, CB, DIAM, ND3, DPI, RTSAFE, RTBIS, SUMA
REALW Y, G, D, TAU, ENE,PEN, QO .. ...
INTEGER N, NC,  

. oLOGICAL SUCCES
EXTERNAL FUNCD, FI.JNCP,FI.]N
COMMON iBLOCKI/ PENR, IVIVID, SIGG. Q, LAMBDA, TEMP, DENP, VIS,

. '* KlP, K2P, K3P,K1PP,K2PP,K3PP,K 
'' :.

COMMONDIAM ..

PARAMETER ( N: 10, FACTOR=1.6, NTRY = 50) i : : :

DMENSTONY(N),W(N)
TAU l=(MMD* 1.0E-6)**2*DENP/(l 8.*VIS)
X I =l .43x149' *Q*IV(-0.5*LOG(PENR))**2.86

X2=Xl/SICG
F1 = f'gY6P111,
F2 = FI.JNCP(X2)
SUCCES =.TRLIE.

DO 1J  =1,  NTRY
IF(FI*F2 .LT.0) cO TO 2
IF(ABS(FI ) .LT. ABS(F2)) TIIEN

X1 =X1+FACTOR*(X1-X2) , ..
F1=FLINCP(X1)

T
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E L S E  
j '  r  r ' : . :  :  j

X 2 = X 2 + F A C T O R * 1 1 2 - X 1 )  
'  ' r ' " r ' : r : ' . ! ' '  '  ' :  :  " '  :

F2=FLINCP(X2)
ENDIF

CONTINI.IE.
SUCCES =.FALSE.

I F ( S U C C E S ) T H E N " '  . " ; ' r r '  I '  '  " : : : : ' : r : '

XACC=1.0F-3
ND3=RTBIS(FUNCP,X l,X2,XACC)

PRINT *, 'ND3 = ', ND3
I NC=n$T(ND31(DIAM**3))

: :r U,qM=(ND3/NC)**(1./3.) ' j':.,

.. TAC;.KIPSDfAIVI' +I(2PP*DIAM*t2.' K3PP/DIAM**J :'::. ! - .' :'

P R I N T * , ' N U M B E R O F C Y C L O N E S = ' , N C ' i  : ' i :

PRINT *, ,DIAMETER,OF EACH CYCLONE = ,; DIAM ', i , : . :

rpff i1'* ' : ;TOTAIANNUAL|95I=i. ;TAC . . ,  :r ' :

. PAUSE'PRESSTIIEENTERKEYTOC'OI{TINUE' 
-i . ': :

PRINT *, 'ENTER PARTICLE STZE, ENTER O.O TOITERMD{ATE

READ *. DPI " "' . I

IF (DPI .NE. O.O) TIIEN

Y14.0
CALL GAIJLEG (Y I,DPI,Y.W,N)

--ENE=1.-(1.-0.67*DIAII* *0. 14)*(TEMP/283.)* *0.3

SIIMA=0.0
DO l0I=l,N

':D=Y{D

,,,trI(0'55+DILAMBDA.GT. 80')TIIEN
: I'CUN=.1..+,?.*tAMBDA/D

ELSE
.,' CUN=I.+(2.tLAMBDA/D)*(1.25?'$.4*EXP(-0-55*D/

' 'LAI4BDAI I  .  
: :  - '  ' ' '  ' :  

. : : ;

ENDIF
TAU=CIIN*(1.08-6*DJ**2*DENP(18.*WS)': "
ARGUM=2.*(0<re*TAU*@NE;t))ArID31**11,7. : r;''

,  :  (2 . *ENE+2) )  :  ' r  r '  
'  "  ' :  I  r r : ;  

" ' r  
' '  r  " l

rF(ARGUM.GT. 80.0) THEN :
: Pf,lf = Q.Q

ELSE :  . ' : i . r '  r  ,  : . ,  ' ,  r ' .  i  i i r '

PEN=E) (P ( -ARGUM)  
. ] i : . . I : ]  : : : . :

ENDIF 
i rr":-l:1

Q0=(1.(D*SQRT(2.*3. 14 I 6)*LOG(SIGG))*EXP(-(- 
ICIG@/I\{MDy(SQRfi2:)*DoG(StCC1;**2;''

SLJMA=SUMA+W(I)*PEN*Q0
. coI{nNUE
.G=-SUMA/PENR
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PRINT *, 'MASS CLJMIJLATIVE FRACTION=', G
PRINI *, 'FOR PARTICLE SITF = 

" 
DPI

GOTO5 -  :
ENDIF
GOTO 15

ENDIF
PRINT *, 'FAILURE IN BRACKETING OPTIMI,JM DIAMETER'
GO TO 15

15 STOP
END

FIJNCTIONFUNCP(ND3) :
REAL KIP,K2P,K3P,KIPP,K2PP,K3PBND3,K,MMD, LA\8DA; NMD
LOGICALSUCCES
EXTERNAL FUNCD, F{]N
coMMoN /3LOCKl/ PENR, MMD, SrGG, Q, LAMBDA, TEMP, DENP, VIS,
+ KIP, K2P, K3P,KlPP, K2PP, K3PP,K
PARAMETER(N=10)
COMMONDIAM
DTMENSTONX(N),A(N) :

KIPP=KlP*ND3
K2PP=K2P .lD3**2

K3PP=K3P*ND3
CA=KIPP(2.*K2PP)
CB=(3. *K3PP/(2.* K2PP)

Xl=0.0
X2=1.0 '  

, ,  , .
XACC=1.0E-3
CALL ZBRACI(FUN,XT,X2,SUCCES,CACB)
rF(succEs)THEN

DIAM=RTSAIIE(FUNCD,XI,X2,XACC,CA,CB)
EPS=1.0E-6 ,, :
CALL IIERMIT(N,X,A,EPS)
ENE=1.-(1.-0.67*DIAM'<*0. I 4){'(TEMP/283.)**0.3
NMD = E)P(LOG(MMD)-3*(LOG(SICG))**2)
SUMA=O.0
DO l0I=1,N

D=E)(P(SQRT(2.)*LOG(SIGG)*X(I)+LOG(NMD))
IF (0.55*D/LAMBDA .GT. 80.0) THEN : i ,

CUN=1.+2.*LAMBDA/D
ET,sE

CUN= 1.+(2. *LAMBDA/D)I(1.257+0.4*EXI,(-0.55'&D/

LAMBDA)
ENDIF
TAU=CLJN*( 1.0f-6*D)*'i2l'DE|11p( I 8.*VIS)
ARGUM=(2.*((K{,Q*TAU*(ENE+ I ))ND3)* *( l./

Sec.'8.6
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(2.*ENE+2.)))

rF (ARGUM .GT. 80.0) THEN
PEN = 0.0

ELSE
PEN=H(P(-ARGIJM)

ENDIF
SUMA=SUMA+A(I)*PEN*HG(3. *SQRT(2.)*LOG(SIGG) *X(I))

IO CONTINTJE
PENC=SUMA{SQRT(3. l4 I 6)*E)(P(4.5*(LOG(SIGG))* *2))

ABC=PENC-PENR
FUNCP=ABC

ENDIF
END

STJBROUTINE FI,]NCD(X,FN,DF,CA,CB)
FN=X**5-CA*X**2-CS
DF=5.*X4'*4-2.*CA*X : i :
RETURN
END

, .
FTJNCTTONFLTN(X,CA,CB) :

FUN=X**5-CA*X{<t 2-CB
RETIJRN
END

FUNCTTON RTBIS(FLTNCPXI,X2XACC)
@ 1986 by Numerical Recipes Software. Repdnted with permission from Numerical

Recipes: The Art.of Scientific Conputing Canbridge University Press, New Yodr (1986).

PARAMETER (JMAX=40)

FMID=FUNCP(X2)
F=FLINCPCXI) . tl, '

trr(F*FMID.GE.0.) PAUSE 'Root must b€ bracket€d for hisoction.'
IF(F.LT.O.)THEN
R T B I S = X I  r  :  . : i ,  ' .  , ' . . .
DX=X2-Xl

ELSE
p1g1i=X2

ot=it*z 
':

ENDIF
DO llI=l.JMAX ' r

DX=DX*.5
XMID=RTBIS+DX
FMD=FUNCP()CvIID)
IF(FMID.LE.0.)RTBIS=XVIID
rF(ABS(DX).LT.XACC .OR. FMID.EQ.O.) RETURN
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CONTINUE :

PAUSE 'too many bisections' . . l

END
,  : ,

SUBROUTINE ZBRACI(FI,JN,X1,X2,SUCCES,CA,CB) .

@ 1986 by Numerical Recipes Software. Reprinted with permission from Numerical

Recipes: The Art of Scientifie Conputing, CambtidgeUniversity Press, New York (1986)'

EXTERNALFI,]N
PARAMETER (FACTOR=I.6"T'{TRY=50)

LOGICALSUCCES : . '.]'

IF(X1.EQ.X2)PAUSE 'You have to guess an initial range' :

Fl=FUNCXI,CA,CB)
F2=FIINCX2,CA,CB)i \ . :

SUCCES=.TRIIE.
DO 11J=1,NTRY
IF(F1 *F2,LT.O.)RETURN

rF(ABS(F l ).LT.AB S(F2))THEN
X1=X1+FACTOP*1f,1-X2)
F1=FI.]N(XI,CA,CB)

ELSE
X2=X2+FACTOR*(X2-X1)
F2=FUlrl(x2,CA,CB)

ENDIF
II CONTINIJE

SUC'CES=.FALSE.
RETURN
END r : .

R€#ft

11

8.7 CONCLUSION

Cyclones are very simple devices for particulate removal. They arel' effective to remove

relatively big particles from waste gas streams. The pressure drop as the gas flows through the

cyclone is the main factor limiting the removal efficiency achieved. Multiple cyclone systems

exhibit high removal efficiencies at moderate pressure drops. Careful selection of the number and

size of cyclones operating in parallel in a multiple cyclone system can result in significant annual

savilgs. When these devices are used as pre-cleaners for more sophisticated particulate conftol

equipment, such as electrostatic precipitators or fabric filters, the size distributiorr of the aerosol

penetrating the cyclonic device must be characterized. The next chapter Shows hsw the design of

an electrostatic precipitator depends on the entering aerosol population characteristics.
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.PROBLEMS

' :  :

The,problems,at the end of eaeh.chapter have been grouped into
four classes (designated by a superscript after the problem num-
ber)

Class a: Illusftates direct numerical application of the formulas in the- _ _ _ ' _ -

text.
Class b: Requires elementary analysis of physical situations, based on
the',srrbject:material in the chapter. I,'.

Classg;'Requifessomewhatmorematureana1ysis:.:.-:: i ::::
Class, d: Requires computel s-olution.

8.1a. Ideal, laminar cyclonic flow

A stream of 15 m3/s of air at 298 ,K apd I atm flows in.laminar cyclonic flow
through a dUct where the radii are 0.5 m and 1.0 m, and the height is 2.0 m. What angle
of turn is necessary to collect 20-pm particlps,with perf.eCt efficiency.? The,pafticle densi-

tv is 2.000 ks/m3.

Answer: 14.35 rad
l

8.2a. Ideal, turbulent cyclonic flow

Repeat Problem 8.1 assunring turbulent flow- What angle o-f turq is necessary to
collect 20-pm particles wirh. 99Vo efficiency?

8.3u. Collectioir efficiency for a cyclone of standard proportions

A cyclone with a body diameter of 1.0 m and with Stairmand standard proportions

processes air at298K and I atm, which carries particles with a density of 1,000 kg/m3.

Answer: 88 rad

Proble*i
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The gas velocity in the entrance duct is 20:0 m1s. The numbetof,turns that the gas makes
while flowing through a cyclone of standard proportions, N,, is given by

y , -H+h'2a

and 0J= ZnNlrad,.Estimate the collection efficiency for 10-pm particles assuming
,  - ,  : .  l , '  

. i  . a '

(a) Ideal"laminar cyclonic flow l

Probleins

b) Ideal, turlulent cycloniiflow

c) Leith-Licht semiempirical model applies
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Answer: 56Vo

Answer: 38.2Vo

:
Answer: 81.3Vo

Answer :H=18.25m

8.4b. Alternative form of Leith-Licht model

Show that, for a multiple cyclone system, Eq. (8.20) can be rewritten'as

L  . M \

n(po)= I - exp l-rl-!e -P\
\ tuN"o;1 l

where

& = the number of cyclories

t = relaxation time for a particle of diameter Do, which is given by
: ' .

, .  _ r .  ,  D -zn ,c_  , ,  .  : .
t - " P  Y P " c

i  :  : . '  ' : ' r ,  
l g p  

, ' : , :
, , .  r '  : ,  .  

i  .  .  , l  ,  - '  
-  

' -  
,  

1 , .

8.5b. Design of a cyclone of standard proportions

Design a cyclone to remove 80Vo of pafiicles of 20 pm diameter and density 1,500
kg/mr from a stream of 20 m3/s of air at zg}Kand I atm. Determine suitable values for
thg major dimensions of the cyclone, assuming Swift standard configuration has been
chosen.
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8.61. Design,of,'a cyelone of standard proportions ' ' ' ' :i :: '. I

Repeat Problern 8.5 for Lapple standard configuration'

8.7d. Overall efficiency of a cyclone of standard proportions

Estimate the overall efficiency for the conditions of Problem 8.5 if the particles are

log-norrnally distributed with MMD = 15 pm and or = 2'0' Approximate thefuitegral

with a 16-point Gauss-Hermite quadfature formula.

i  : ,  , . . ' , ;  AnsWr :73 .8Vo

'  I  ; l : : r l : _  :  I

8.84. Pressure drop through a cyclone 
'

, __ -
Estimate the pressure drop and the power to overcome it if the mechanical efficien-

cy of the motor-blower system is 60Vo

(a) For Problem 8.5
-  :  : .  '

(b) For Problem 8.6

8.9d. Pressure drop and overall efficiency

A stream of ur at298K and 1 atm flows at the raie of 10 m3/s and canies with it

particles with a density of 2000 kg/m3. The particles are log-normally disnihred with

iuffrrfO = 10 pm and o, = 25, You must design a cyclone of Swift standard configuration

to serve as a precleaner for this stream. A blower is available with a motor rasedat'20

kW and a mechanical efficiency of 6|Vo:Incorporating this blower in your desrgp specil

fy the cyclone body diameter and the overall efficiencyrachievable. ' I

Answer:17-8kW

Answer: 18.3 kW

An*ver:76.l%o
' :

. a
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8.10b. Saltation effect

Equations (8.20) and (8.21) suggest that as the size of a cyclone decreases, which

means higher inlet velocities, the grade efficiency will continue to increase and approach

I00% inthe limit. However, it is known that this is not so. There is a limit to the inlet

velocity above which further increase results in a decrease in collection efficiency. This

is due to the reentrainment of particles by the saltation effect described by Kalen and

Zenz(Kalen, B. and Zenz,F.A. A.I.C4.E. Sympos. Ser, 70:388,1974). Licht (1980) pro-

posed the following empirical correlation to estimate the inlet velocity, vy,thatresults in

the maximum cyclone collection efficiency, just before the saltation effect becomes

important:

vm = 3,025W Ku1 2 
,ro 'zot

072 | 
- t<'

Consider the multiple cyclone system of Example 8.6. Estimate vx4for those condi-

tions, and compare it to the actual inlet velocity.

Answer: vtv = 26.7 m./s

8.LLd. Overall efficiency of a multiple cyclone system.

The aerosol population entering the multiple cyclone system of Example 8.6 is log-

normally distributed with MMD = 4.0 pm and o, = 2.5.The particulate loading at the

entrance of the system is 0.028 kg/m3. Estimate the rate at which the collected dust must

be removed from the system, in kg/d. Neglect the Cunningham correction factor.

Answer: 308,600 kg/d

8.12". Effects of hopper evacuation on the performance of multiple cyclone systems

Tucker et al. (JAPCA39:1614,1989) showed that the collection efficiency of multi-

ple cyclone systems increases when a small amount of the gas flow (typically less than

l5fto) is withdrawn from the dust hopper. This hopper evacuation flow then goes through

a small baghouse before joining the remainder of the system exhaust flow and going out

the stack. They demonstrated the concept experimentally in a system containing 10

cyclones of 0.25-m body diameter and 3.61-m overall body height. The air flow rate was

52 m3lmin at298 K and 101.3 kPa. The particulate matter was spherical glass beads with

a density of 2,200 kg/m3. The size distribution function was approximately log-normal
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with MMD = 12 pmand o, = 2.0. With no hopper evacuation, the measured overall effi-

ciency was 89 .5Vo . With I4Eo hopper evacuation, the overall efficiency increased to 95Vo .

The authors suggest that the improved performance with hopper evacuation is due to a

higher gas velocity and a more uniform gas distribution through the individual cyclones.

(a) Estimate the value of the geometric configuration parametet, K, for the cyclones

in the experimental work described and compare it to the Swift and Stairmand standard

configurations.

(b) If the improved performance was due solely to the effect of higher gas veloci-

ties, estimate the percentincrease in gas velocity to explain the observed efficiency of

95Vo.
Answer: l90%o

8.L3a. Cost of a single cyclone

Consider the cyclone of Problem 8.9. Calculate the total capital investment and

total annual cost. The useful life of the cyclone is 5 yr and the minimum attractive return

on investme nt is 207olyt The cyclone operates 8,000 h/yr; the cost of electricity is

s0.06lkw-h.
Answer: TAC = $37,800

8.14b. Optimization of multiple cyclone system design

Repeat Example 8.9, but for Swift standard configuration. Calculate the number of

cyclones and body diameter that minimize the total annual cost.

Answer: TAC = $312,000/yr

8.15b Effect of the cost of electricity on multiple cyclone system design

Repeat Example 8.9, but for a cost of electricity of $0.041kW-h. Calculate the num-

ber of cyclones and body diameter that minimize the TAC'

Answer: Dc = 0.192 m

8.16d. Optimization of multiple cyclone system based on overall efficiency

Repeat Example 8.10 for cyclones of Swift standard configuration. Calculate the

Problen
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number and size of cyclones that minimize TAC. Estimate TAC, and MMD and o* for
the aerosol penetrating the system.

Answer: TAC = $175,800

8.1.7d Multiple cyclone system for a Portland cement kiln

The cement dust from a Portland cement kiln is log-normally distributed with
MMD = 12 pm and o* = 3.08, having a density of 1,500 kg/m3 (Licht 1980). The waste
gas from the kiln flows at the rate of 377 m3lmin, at394.4 K and 101.3 kPa, and its prop-
erties are similar to those of air. The particulate loading of the waste gas is 0.023 kg/m3.
To satisfy the corresponding NSPS , 99.8Vo of the particulate matter in the gas must be
removed. A multiple cyclone system, followed by a fabric filter or an ESP is being con-
sidered for this purpose.

Design the multiple cyclone system for overall efficiencies of 80Vo,85Vo, and907o.
Specify, for each case, which standard configuration to use, the size and number of
cyclones, TCI, and TAC. Characterize the size distribution of the penetrating aerosol, and
calculate the particulate loading at the outlet. The following data apply:

. Useful life, 10 yr; no salvage value

. Minimum attractive return on investment. 207o

. 8,400 h/yr ofoperation

. Cost of electricity, $0.08&W-h


